
HALSTON BLEND                       
Our exclusive tea combines specially 

selected tea leaves from India, 

Southern Asia and China which are 

combined to create our unique blend 

of English Style Tea. A wonderful 

tippy Assam gives it full body and 

deep golden colour that is then  

mellowed and smoothed by the 

wonderful notes of Keemun China 

and large leaf Ceylon. 

 

DECAFFINATED 
A Ceylon tea from Sri Lanka with 
the caffeine removed by the CO2 
method of decaffeination. Tea is 
soaked in water and liquid carbon 
dioxide is added. The caffeine is  
almost all removed when the tea is 
drained. This is not only chemical 
free but preserves the natural     
flavours of the tea. 
 
 
EARL GREY 
Our Earl Grey is based with a China 
black tea. The tea gets its unusual 
flavour from oil of bergamot, which 
is extracted from the rind of the 
small acidic bergamot orange. Earl 
Grey tea was named after Charles 
Grey, the second earl in his line. He 
was prime minister to King William 
IV in the early 19th century. It is 
said that the Earl was given the rec-
ipe by a Chinese mandarin with 
whom he was friends, and whose 
life he had saved.  

 
PEPPERMINT GREEN 
A high quality green gunpowder tea, 
blended with peppermint oil to give 
an intense menthol flavour, a cool 
tingling aftertaste that lingers on in 
the mouth, refreshing and vibrant in 
its body. 
 
 

CAMOMILE FLOWER 
Noted for its calming effects, the 
best way to appreciate the floral, 
summery elegance of camomile is to 
put the whole flower in water. The 
result is a stunning freshness and 
light, cleansing flavour that you can 
enjoy at any time of day especially 
evening as it’s caffeine free.  
 
 
BROKEN ORANGE PEKOE 
A rich forest-like scent with a hint of 
bitterness and a sweet finish. 
A Chinese term meaning “white 
down”, it refers to the character of 
the tender young leaves. “Pekoe” 
and “Orange Pekoe” are terms for 
the size grade of tea 20-30mm. Tea 
which has been torn or ‘broken’ but 
is still in large enough pieces to be 
recognisable as ‘leaf’. 

 

  

 

 

TEA MENU                                            
Loose leaf tea teapot for one £2.10                                                                     

https://farrerscoffee.co.uk/


ESPRESSO £1.50 

DOUBLE ESPRESSO £1.80 

MACCHIATO £1.60 

AMERICANO regular £2.10 

AMERICANO large £2.40 

CAFÉ LATTE £2.70 

CAPPUCINO regular £2.50 

CAPPUCINO large £2.70 

FLAT WHITE £2.60 

GINGERBREAD AND CREAM 

LATTE £2.85 

CRÈME BRULEE CAPPUCINO 

regular £2.60 

CINNAMON LATTE £2.85 

CHAI LATTE £2.85 

MOCHA £2.85 

LUXURY HOT CHOCOLATE 

mug £2.80 

LUXURY HOT CHOCOLATE 

WITH WHIPPED CREAM 

mug £3.00 

LUXURY HOT CHOCOLATE 

WITH WHIPPED CREAM AND 

MARSHMALLOWS or        

MALTESERS mug £3.30 

 

ASSORTED CUP CAKES £2.80 

HALSTON MINCE PIES £2.50 

RASPBERRY AND PISTACHIO                         

BATTENBURG V £2.80 

STEM GINGER CAKE V £2.80 

CHOCOLATE BROWNIE V GF £2.80 

RUM PLUM AND CHOCOLATE                   

FRUIT CAKE £3.00 

LEMON AND BLACKCURRENT CAKE BAR  V 

VEGAN £2.80    

PECAN CARAMEL SHORTBREAD V £2.75 

RAISIN OR PLAIN SCONE WITH                   

STRAWBERRY AND CHAMPAGNE CONSERVE V 

£2.50 ADD CLOTTED CREAM V  £0.50     

          CROISSANT WITH RASPBERRY          

CONSERVE AND BUTTER V  £1.50 

V VEGETARIAN             gf GLUTEN FREE         

We cannot 100% guarantee that any of the 

dishes are nut free. Please ask a member of 

staff for more information. 

COFFEE AND HOT CHOCOLATE MENU                                            

BAKERY MENU                                            

FESTIVE 0FFER                                                                  

ORDER ANY HOT DRINK WITH A MINCE PIE £4.00 

HOT DRINKS ARE SERVED WITH SEMI SKIMMED MILK 

AS STANDARD. ALTERNATIVE MILK OPTIONS; FULL 

FAT, SKIMMED, SOYA, OAT AND ALMOND MILK. 

PLEASE REQUEST WHEN ORDERING. ON OCCASION 

THE MENU MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. 

Our beans -An elegant and defined Espresso Blend with coffees from South 
America, Vietnam and Guatemala. Its popular flavours of dark and milk chocolate 
with a vibrant deep body, nurtured through careful roasting, coupled with a soft        
acidity and luxurious dark golden crema. It’s a classic style which will never grow 
old. An unrivalled shot, to produce outstandingly rich cappuccinos, lattes and flat 

whites. Smooth and silky enough to enjoy as an espresso at any time of day. 

TAKEAWAY                                                                

BRING YOUR OWN CUP AND 

RECEIVE  20p DISCOUNT OFF 

ANY  HOT DRINK 


